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Concept
Build a network/group of regional & specialized product brands into a national footprint including a breath
of on-trend commercial furniture offerings. The network would focus on entrepreneurial speed, service and
flexibility that the big bureaucratic Mega’s brands would be challenged to compete with.

Overview
This investment thesis involves the creation and development of a regional network of open line office
furniture brands into a focused, cohesive and service-oriented provider vs. the mega brands that dominate
the commercial office furniture industry. The foundation of this thesis is a diverse network of small to midsized brands that are specialists in a product category. Because of the high cost of sales in the commercial
office furniture industry and the reliance on independent sales reps (IRG’s) these smaller companies are
finding it difficult to grow based on their narrow focus and limited resources. Connecting these brands
leverages what made them successful in their product specific areas but also gives them a network of related
products that allow them to offer most of what a typical corporate client needs and makes them a more
valuable supplier to the dealer network.
Specialized brands that are expert in their product but lack the resources to grow would be afforded the
valuable supply chain, customer service, selling and distribution resources of a larger organization. The
furniture industry is a high SG&A industry because of the high cost of access and the dependence on IRG’s
(Independent Rep Groups) that are mercenaries and a dying professional that has trouble attracting new
talent, the next generation. Because Independent (Open) lines are often not large enough to hire employee
sales teams they are dependent on IRG’s that focus on the lines that pay the most not offer the best products
or solutions. The second issue is IRG’s are declining in numbers and it is extremely difficult and expensive
to recruit the best IRG’s and the industry is not attracting new IRG’s thus leaving small open lines to
struggle to find sales talent in critical markets.
Adding to the complexity is that the Independent Furniture dealers are challenged financially with margins
that are constantly under pressure from the market and dictates by their aligned Mega brand. This results in
these dealers constantly looking for open/specialized lines that allow them to improve their margins and
keep their costs down by providing better service and less headaches vs the big bureaucratic mega brands.

With a logical and cohesive product portfolio with a regional facilities footprint this new group:
1. Would be large enough to hire employee sales staff – reducing dependence on IRG’s and providing a
superior sales and service experience to the small open lines in the market through a fully engaged and
well-trained employee sales team.
2. Reduce operating costs through an integrated customer service/order entry and sales support
infrastructure and reduced freight costs from a regional footprint.
3. Provide better and faster service with a quick ship business model that could capitalize on poorly
planned business and competitor’s failure to service with an ability to quickly respond and step in to get
the business.
4. This focused network would also provide unique and better-quality products vs. the more commoditized
products offered by the mega brands.
A further enhancement to this operating model is the potential creation of a more vertically integrated
manufacturing model in select product categories. Today there are no North American based fully
integrated manufactures of Sit-Stand desks as an example. The vast majority of these desks are sourced
from OEM’s mostly in China and a few European companies with US operations. None of the branded
companies that sell these products actually produce them, they are simply distributors of the product.
If this new portfolio elected to further enhance its strategy with a fully integrated model it would:
1. Reduce cost – cutting out the middleman
2. Reduce working capital – 90-day lead time from current Asian or European suppliers combined with
lumpy sales demand creates periods of high inventory, poor turns and pressure on cash
3. Improve speed to market - superior service on existing portfolio but also development of new products
4. Offer customization that is nearly non-existent or extremely expensive in many product categories

Industry Overview
The U.S. Office Furniture market size was estimated at 11.0 USD billion in 2018. Development of multifunctional furniture coupled with adoption of online retailing methods in order to reduce the operating
expenses involved in sales and distribution are anticipated to poise development in the industry through to
2025. However, a severe downturn in demand coinciding with the 2007-2009 US recession offset strong gains
in other years, resulting in little overall change in demand over the 2006-2016 decade. Demand for office
furniture is highly cyclical, fluctuating in response to macroeconomic trends such as office building
construction, capital investment, and employment levels.

In commercial building and office construction, as furniture will be needed to outfit these new workspaces. A
forecast increase in office improvement activity will further support gains as companies remodel work areas
to include modern design features, such as open floor plans and collaborative work areas. However, the
market for used furniture will continue to appeal to budget-conscious office purchasers.
The industry continues to see lots of change and has several pressure points driven by the change in the office
work environment.
1. Different product needed today vs. 3-5 years ago
 These products don’t leverage SG’s capital assets and are largely lower cost and often sourced
2. Falling ASP’s & Operating/margin pressures across the industry
 Commoditization of everything – a result of the consolidation model of SG’s
3. Very fragmented completion
 Systems Giants, Open Lines, VAR's, Importers and Direct Marketers
4. Reliance on an outdated and restrictive distribution model
 The office furniture dealer

Industry Size
•
•

$11B+
Growth 2-3% annually for the past five years with no change predicted

Margins
•
•

Industry EBITDA is in the mid-single digits
Dealer GP (Gross Profit) is 20% or less depending on project

Structure & Distribution
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 Mega “Systems” Furniture companies dominate the industry in both sales and distribution influence
5-10 2nd tier “systems” companies with less control and dramatically less revenue
100’s of “Open” Line specialized manufactures that rank in size from $1-2M to $200M with most on the
smaller end of the range
95% of All commercial office products are sold through a national network of local office furniture
dealers. 75% of these dealers are “aligned” with one of the 5 Mega brands as their core brand and offering.
These dealers supplement gaps in product design, quality, service and cost with “Open” lines that solve
one of those deficiencies.
Dealers do not inventory product – their primary role is to hunt, recommend, sell and then project manage
if they win.
This is an industry that responds to RFP’s (Request for Proposal)
Why does an aligned dealer use/support an open line in this market?
1. The VAR has a unique product
2. The dealer can make better margin’s with VAR
3. The VAR offers a lower price than Aligned brand – allowing them to Win RFP
4. The VAR will do Custom product the Giants will not do
5. The VAR can respond quicker and are easier to work with
6. The End User mandates the use of VAR’s product - dealers don’t want to risk switching

Trends & Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

The North American furniture industry relied on selling cubicles and related products for over 40 years at
an average of $2,500.00+ per employee.
With the move to open offices and benching system the average revenue per employee has declined to
$1,000
In recent years there has been lots of debate and complaints about the open office environment being noisy
and lacking privacy thus reducing productivity.
On the positive side your chair is killing you and a new trend started in the last five years towards
wellness and Sit-Stand desks.
Bringing the home into the office to represent a more collegial and relaxed environment

Threats & Challenges
1. General
o Economy
o Mega Brands Distribution Influence
o Pricing
o Talent/Staffing
2. Mega’s Influence/Power
o Control the distribution channel
o The dealers need them or don’t want to deal with the grief/pressure from them
o Mega’s have a breath of line that allows them to manage mix and margins
o Mega’s have deeper pockets and a longer-term view
o Mega’s have more buying power as their volume has increased
3. Mega’s Weaknesses
o Slow – Poor Service
 Long lead times, bureaucratic
o Less interested in smaller projects
o Inflexible & Arrogant

Key Product Segments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Workstations
Seating
Common Area Furniture
Wall Systems
Flooring
Conference Room
Training Room
Modular systems

Platform/Network Targets
Workstations, Desk & Tables
• Workrite Ergonomics
• Grandstands
• Varidesk
• Others
Seating
• 9 to 5
• Allseating
• Office Master
• Others
Other (Accessories, Healthcare, Opportunistic)
• Ergotron
• GCX
• Others
Vertical Integration
• Jeicang (China Sit-Stand OEM)
• Kaidi (China Sit-Stand OEM)
• Durorest (Korea Seating OEM)
• Regional Laminators, Cabinet/Case Goods Makers
• Others

Appendix – Industry

Appendix - Competitor Overview

Competitor Type
Tier 1 Systems Furniture
Companies
Steelcase, Allsteel, Steelcase, Herman
Miller & Knoll

Tier 2 System Furniture
Companies

Current Situation
Growing interest and volume in niche categories out necessity
Brand, Breath of Offering and Channel Influence is significant

Board offerings but have same channel challenges as open lines

Teknion, Haworth, KI, Global, Etc.
KI, Etc.

VAR’s/Specialists

This group collectively holds large market share, but growth is
challenging

Workrite

Speed, Specialization, Flexibility and Regional Focus, Lower Overhead are
Strengths

Humanscale
ESI, SIS, ISE, Grandstands, Symmetry
Via, AllSeating, 9to5, Office Master &
Dozens more

Importers

Significant growth in last three years but most are selling off

HAT
Conset
AMQ

AMQ was purchased by Steelcase
HAT was purchased by IOP

Internet

Many options

Uplift, Luxor, Ergo Depot, Jarvis
Standdesk, Ergo Elements, High Rise
iMovR and dozens More

Hard to know volume but likely significant

Alternative Products &
Accessories
Varidesk
Ergotron
IOP

Significant volume!
Varidesk direct marketer!
Ergotron well know that they are available for purchase - own China
manufacturing
All Specialize in Alternative Distribution Not Office Dealer
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PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER
Culture Transformation
Sales Management
Financial Management

Strategic Assessment
Business Development
Marketing/Brand Management

Facilitative Leadership
Product Management
New Product Development

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Workrite Ergonomics

Petaluma, CA

2012 –

$80 million privately held North American leader in office ergonomic accessories and furniture

President & Board Member of parent company – Knape & Vogt
North American leader in ergonomic office solutions - height adjustable workstations, monitor mounts, keyboard
platforms and training room furniture competing in the contract office furniture industry. Fortune 500 clients include;
Apple, Cisco, Boeing, Sony, Mass Financial, Chevron, Kaiser, GSA and many more.
 Doubled Revenue of the company
 EBITDA growth of 177%
 Transformed to positive, customer centric and performance-based culture
 Voted by employees a Best Place to Work in 2016-2017-2018
 Implemented new ERP system and process infrastructure for scalability and growth
Methods & Approach
 Results were accomplished through strengthening of the leadership team and cultural transformation through
improved communication, collaboration, process creation and fostering an entrepreneurial customer first culture.
 Upgraded the ERP system in 2013 with Advanced Planning, ATP and CRM integration via Salesforce.com.
 Expanded our geographic reach by adding new sales staff and new customers throughout North America and
secured our first international customers.
 Aggressive new product development investment and launches resulted in 75% of FY18 revenue coming from new,
updated or resourced products.
 Acquired competitor, ISE based in Toronto Canada in 2016 resulting in an expanded product line, additional
manufacturing capabilities and greater scale that provided for continued growth internationally and in eastern North
America.

Franke, Kitchen Systems Division

Hatfield, PA

2006 – 2011

$3.5 billion dollar privately held global market share leader in kitchen sinks, faucets and ventilation

General Manager, Luxury Products Group







2009 – 2011
Achieved Sales Growth: +8% - 2010, YTD 2011 +1%
Improved EBIT 464% vs. 2009, +45% to budget
Achieved ROA 16.4% vs. budget of 8.5%
Crafted and led the strategic and cultural transformation of a neglected brand and distribution strategy. Rebuilt
customer loyalty, reenergized new product development and crafted an industry leading brand repositioning
strategy.
Focused strategy on selective distribution, customer profitability, product differentiation, aggressive display space
programming.

Vice President Marketing, Product Development and Customer Service





2006 - 2009

Introduced 200 new products in first 24 months.
Generated $11.2 million in sales from new products with Gross Margin, 8 points higher than average.
Led North American strategy, marketing, product development and national account sales.
Reestablished North American division as market share leader in luxury segment.

Global Home Products, Burnes Group Division

Austin, TX

2004 - 2006

The Burnes Group is the leading designer and marketer of home décor products

Vice President Marketing, Product Development & Sourcing


In first six months reestablished division as undisputed leader in market share and financial performance
through new product design, innovation, customer and consumer marketing.

Black & Decker Corporation, Baldwin Hardware Division

Reading, PA

2000 – 2004

Acquired from Masco Corporation, October 2003

Vice President Marketing, Product Development & Customer Service



Increased revenue 300% from new products including 19% of 2003 revenue.
Redesigned operating model, evolving from a US based manufacturer to a global design, distribution and
marketing structure. This shift resulted in a return to profitability of three product lines.

Brunswick Corporation, Outdoor Recreation Division

Tulsa, OK

1997 – 2000

$250 million Outdoor Recreational Products Division

Senior Vice President Marketing and Product Development - Outdoor Recreation Division




5% sales growth in 1999 and doubling of ROS to 6% in 2000.
Restructured operating model from a US based mfg. to a global design, distribution & marketing model.
Repositioned 5 brand portfolio resulting in sales increase of 8% at Wal-Mart in 2000.

Coleman Company

Wichita, KS

1994 – 1997

$550 million Recreational Products Division

Senior Director Hard Goods




Managed $355 million business unit with income of $58 M, and an operating budget of $9 million.
Acquisition, integration and management of recreational furniture division - Sierra Corporation.
Started 2 new businesses, Accessories and Soft insulated $23.0 million of incremental revenue.

General Electric Corporation, Appliance Division

Louisville, KY

1985 – 1994

$6.2 billion major appliance division

Product Manager, Refrigeration
Distribution Planning Manager
Merchandising Representative
Areas Sales Manager

Louisville, KY
Louisville, KY
Louisville, KY
Houston, TX

1991 – 1994
1990 - 1991
1988 - 1990
1985 - 1988

Maytag Corporation

Newton, IA

1983 – 1985

Shady Grove, PA

1980 – 1983

Regional Sales Manager

Grove Manufacturing
Sales & Marketing Manager

EDUCATION
Webster University, St. Louis, MO
MA, Marketing
Shippensburg University, Shippensburg, PA
BA, Psychology/Marketing

1993
1980

Executive Bio

CHARLES F. LAWRENCE

If you ask Charlie Lawrence to name his proudest achievement in a 25-year career as a marketer for Fortune
500 and private equity backed companies and global market share leaders he will say without hesitation, “My
track record of taking brands that have been ignored and mistreated and revitalizing them.” For 25 years he
has gone where the challenge is and formed and motivated teams to do the hard work that begins with really
understanding what their company’s brand stands for and then carving out a winning positioning in relation to
its competitors.
A marketer by training, Charlie has a passion and reputation for quickly spotting market gaps and identifying
product, branding and distribution opportunities for leveraging corporate assets. To achieve this, he has put
together a “toolbox” of the skills needed to address issues of product development and positioning,
distribution, merchandising, pricing for both prestige and profitability and communication strategies bridging
old and new media models. If pressed to rank one of these abilities as pivotal he would single out people
centric leadership skills that have enabled, him to lead internally focused organizations to embrace and
believe in the power of a market and customer orientation to fuel unprecedented revenue and income
improvement.
For Charlie Lawrence, the brand is the key equity that can only be grown by investing it wisely and
courageously. In the blog he maintains at www.cflawrence.blogspot.com he recently posted a white paper on
what causes premium brands to decline or stagnate. The analysis pointed readers to solutions that balance
short term benefit against long term viability. This committed marketer’s perspective has been the guiding
force in Charlie Lawrence’s own career.
These are some of the highlights to date of that career. It includes marketing, product development and brand
management functions including general management, consulting and leadership roles at fortune 500 and
private equity backed companies including GE, Masco, Brunswick and Cerberus Capital Management.
Charlie was most recently the General Manager of the Luxury Products Group for the North American
division of Franke. Franke is the global market share leader of stainless-steel residential kitchen sinks and
commercial kitchens including beverage and coffee systems for quick service restaurants.

During his seven years at Workrite Ergonomics the company has nearly doubled in size organically and added
another 25% in sales through a strategic acquisition of a competitor. This bold move simultaneously provided
an international base as well as a footprint to continue to grow in Eastern North America. During this same
period EBITDA growth has outpaced revenue growth and far exceeds industry averages at over 20%. This
was a complete team effort based on quickly seizing on market opportunities and trends with aggressive sales
practices and innovative new products combined with superior supply chain and customer service.
Within his first year at Franke Charlie led the development of over two hundred new products that generated
over eleven percent of total sales at a gross margin above company average and revitalized the Swiss
manufacturer’s visibility and its image for design sophistication and innovation. He led a dramatic shift in
distribution strategy away from a two-step model to a direct model dramatically improving customer support,
growth and profitability. A comprehensive new marketing strategy was initiated including a shift in marketing
communication tactics, pricing strategy and merchandising that dramatically increased product specification,
literature requests and web visits all resulting in a gain in market share in very challenging times in the
building industry.
The foundation of his career was developed during his twelve years in the major appliance business with
Maytag and GE where he worked with both former and current CEOs, Jack Welch and Jeff Immelt. Charlie
was the first “marketer” ever to run a product line at GE Appliances and was instrumental in returning a $500
million-dollar business to profitability despite a tense union environment and while simultaneously growing
revenue. In 1994 he left GE to revitalize two great sporting goods brands at Coleman and Brunswick (Igloo,
Zebco.) At the start of the new millennium in 2000, he was intrigued by the challenge of turning
architectural locking hardware brand Baldwin Hardware into its industry’s only fully diversified home décor
source. One of the results of this aggressive marketing and product development initiative was Masco’s very
profitable sale of its Baldwin Hardware division to Black & Decker in 2003.
Charlie is a 1993 graduate of Webster University in St Louis with a MA in Marketing and has a BA in
Psychology/Marketing from Shippensburg University in Pennsylvania. He has been active in the Boy Scouts
of America, Greater Philadelphia Senior Executive Group and is an Advisory Council Board Member of the
CMO Council.

www.cflawrence.com
www.cflawrence.blogspot.com
www.linkedin.com/in/charlielawrence

